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IPCom asks HTC to immediately stop sale and distribution of all 3G 
devices in Germany  

 

 HTC required to comply immediately, or face fines    

 Move follows HTC’s decision to drop appeal against injunction, which has 
now acquired force of law  

 
Munich, 28 November 2011 – IPCom today wrote to HTC demanding it stop the 

sale and distribution of all 3G devices in Germany, as required after the withdrawal 

of its appeal against an earlier judgement which found that HTC was infringing one 

of IPCom’s core patents, patent #100.   

IPCom has now taken all steps necessary to execute the injunction against HTC’s 

3G devices in Germany. If HTC fails to comply, and continues to sell UMTS-

capable devices, IPCom will initiate a so-called “Zwangsgeldverfahren” under 

German law, which will result in fines being levied until it complies.   

After HTC withdrew an appeal due to be decided by OLG Karlsruhe [6 U 38/09] on 

Friday, the previous ruling of the Landgericht Mannheim [7O 94/08] has gained 

force of law and can now be enforced ahead of the busy Christmas season - 

without IPCom even being required to post any bond.   

“HTC’s claim that it is “business as usual” in Germany is utterly misleading,” said 

Bernhard Frohwitter, Managing Director of IPCom. “Fact is: the patent in question 

[patent #100; EP 1 186 189] is valid, and the Mannheim ruling of February 2009 

covers all HTC 3G devices, since the patent covers a mandatory 3G standard, valid 

for all devices and networks.”  

The injunction therefore has immediate force of law, and its execution cannot be 

avoided by claiming unspecified “work-arounds.” IPCom will now execute this 

injunction.  



Patent #100 describes an algorithm that allows mobile telephony networks to 

assign priorities to users on the basis of a pre-defined hierarchy, providing for the 

smooth functioning of the system in emergencies, and potentially saving lives. This 

algorithm has been adopted as a standard by equipment makers worldwide, on 

both the handset and network side.  
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